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Metrizable group topologies for Rn that are weaker than the usual topology arise in many
contexts, including the study of minimal groups or of Lie groups of transformations. In this
paper we study translation-invariant metrics that are deﬁned by choosing a sequence {vi}
of elements of Rn and specifying the rate {pi} at which it converges to zero. If {vi} goes
to inﬁnity suﬃciently fast in the usual topology, then such a metric always exists, and its
translation-invariance guarantees that it will make Rn a topological group. Previous papers
investigated the effect on the topology of changing the “converging sequence,” and we
now determine the consequences of changing the “rate sequence.” The main theorem is
that two rate sequences {pi} and {qi} will determine the same topology for Rn if and only
if the ratio {pi/qi} is bounded above and has a strictly positive lower bound.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper is part of a larger investigation of the properties of a collection of metrizable group topologies for the additive
group Rn that are deﬁned by choosing a sequence {vi} in Rn and specifying the approximate rate {pi} at which it will con-
verge to zero. We refer to {vi} and {pi} as the “converging sequence” and the “rate sequence,” respectively. The topologies
in question, which are always weaker than the usual topology, were deﬁned in [6].
It is natural to ask how changing the converging sequence or the rate sequence might affect the resulting topology.
Previous papers [4,5] studied the effects of changing the converging sequence but keeping the same rate sequence, proving,
in particular, that the resulting topologies are always locally isometric. We now explore the reverse situation, in which
the rate sequence is changed but the converging sequence remains the same. The main theorem, which was announced in
Section 6 of [5], says that two rate sequences {pi} and {qi} determine the same topology for Rn if and only if the ratio
{pi/qi} is bounded above and has a strictly positive lower bound.
Our investigation is related to the study of Lie groups of transformations. If L is a Lie group acting on a topological space,
then that action gives rise to a topology for L that is weaker than the Lie topology and that makes L a topological group.
If L is connected, then Theorem 3.1 in [6] says that the weakenings of the Lie topology are determined by a certain closed
abelian subgroup H of L, which is called a decisive subgroup. The Hausdorff group topologies for L that are weaker than the
Lie topology are completely determined by the ways in which the relative topology for H can be weakened, while remaining
Hausdorff and keeping a ﬁnite set of characters continuous. If L has closed adjoint image, then H is the center Z(L) of L;
otherwise H is the direct product of Z(L) and a vector group. In either case, H is an abelian Lie group and thus must have
the form Rp ×Tq ×Zr × D , where Tq is a toroid and D is ﬁnite, and it can therefore be viewed as a quotient group of some
subgroup of Rn . Thus an examination of the ways in which the usual topology for Rn can be weakened will shed light on
Lie groups of transformations. Moreover, metrizable group topologies are of special interest, since every ﬁnite-dimensional
metric group can be obtained by weakening the topology of some (not necessarily connected) Lie group (Gleason and Palais
[1, Corollary 7.3]).
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L is a minimal group if and only if its adjoint image is closed and its center is compact. Although this is a result that had
been previously obtained by Goto [2, p. 337], our investigation of non-standard group topologies for Rn illustrates the wide
range of topologies that can occur in the situation where L is not minimal.
Finally, we note that other authors have considered topologies that are deﬁned by forcing a sequence to converge to zero
at a speciﬁed rate. In [3], Nienhuys considered sequences {ni} of natural numbers in which each ni divides ni+1, and he
deﬁned metrics for the integers in which {ni} converges to zero at a predetermined rate. Lemma 69 in [3] addresses the
effect on the topology of changing the rate at which {ni} converges to zero, and it can be shown that Nienhuys’ criteria are
consistent with our main theorem in the situations to which both apply. Our results differ from his by treating topologies
for Rn (rather than Z) and by not requiring the converging sequence to consist of integers in which each term divides its
successor.
After establishing our notation and terminology in Section 2, we state and prove the main theorem in Section 3, except
for the proof of a key proposition, which is given in Section 4. In Section 5, we illustrate the main theorem by describing a
procedure for creating topologies that share the same converging sequence but are nonetheless distinct. Section 6 contains
some concluding remarks and describes a possible direction for future research.
2. Notation and terminology
R will denote the set of real numbers and Rn the (set-theoretic) product of n copies of R; the group operation on these
sets will always be addition. If x ∈ Rn , then ‖x‖ will denote the usual Euclidean norm of x. Since we will be examining many
different group topologies for Rn , topological statements will always mention the speciﬁc topology under consideration.
N and Z denote, respectively, the natural numbers and the integers. Unless stated otherwise, all sums will be assumed
to have only ﬁnitely many terms.
Our strategy for constructing group topologies on Rn relies the notion of a groupnorm (or simply a norm).
Deﬁnition 2.1. A groupnorm on an abelian group G is a function ν : G → R satisfying, for all x, y ∈ G ,
(i) ν(x) 0;
(ii) ν(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0;
(iii) ν(x+ y) ν(x) + ν(y);
(iv) ν(x) = v(−x).
If ν is a groupnorm on G , then the function d(x, y) = ν(x − y) deﬁnes a translation-invariant metric on G , and the
corresponding metric topology makes G a topological group. Blurring the distinction between the norm ν , the metric d, and
the topology it induces on G , we will denote by (G, ν) the group G with the topology induced by d.
In [6] the author introduced the following method for constructing metrizable group topologies on Rn that are weaker
than the usual topology. The group topologies that arise from this construction are the subject of this paper.
Proposition 2.2. ([6, Proposition 4.1]) Let {pi: i ∈ N} be a non-increasing sequence of positive real numbers which converges to zero
in the standard topology on R, and let {vi: i ∈ N} be a sequence of nonzero elements of Rn such that {‖vi‖} is non-decreasing and the
sequence {pi+1‖vi+1‖/‖vi‖} has a positive lower bound. Then the function ν : Rn → R deﬁned by
ν(x) = inf
{∑
|ci|pi +
∥∥∥x−∑ ci vi∥∥∥: ci ∈ Z}
is a groupnorm on Rn such that ν(x) ‖x‖ for all x ∈ Rn and ν(vi) pi . ν gives rise to a metrizable group topology on Rn, weaker
than the standard topology, in which vi → 0.
Deﬁnition 2.3. If the sequences {vi} and {pi} satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 2.2, then ({vi}, {pi}) will be called a
sequential-norming pair (SNP) for Rn . If the groupnorm they induce is ν , then ({vi}, {pi}, ν) will be called a sequential-
norming triple (SNT) for Rn .
For example, ({(i!+π, i√2 )}, {1/i}) is an SNP on R2. If ν is the corresponding norm, then ν(i!+π, i√2 ) 1/i, and thus
{(i! + π, i√2 )} converges to zero in (R2, ν) at least as fast as 1/i converges to zero in the usual topology for R.
As mentioned in the introduction, we refer to the sequence {vi} as the “converging sequence” and to {pi} as the “rate
sequence.” For future reference, we note that multiplying the rate sequence by a positive constant will change the values of
the norm ν but not the corresponding topology on Rn , and that the topology is also unchanged if we remove ﬁnitely many
terms from the converging sequence {vi} and the corresponding terms from the rate sequence {pi}.
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Throughout this paper, we will assume that ({vi}, {pi}, ν) and ({vi}, {qi},μ) are two SNTs for Rn that have the same
converging sequence but different rate sequences. Our goal is to determine the circumstances under which ν-topology and
the μ-topology will be different or the same. Since multiplying the rate sequence by a positive constant does not change
the topology, one might reasonably expect that the relationship between these topologies will depend on the ratio of the
two rate sequences, and that is, indeed, the case. We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let ({vi}, {pi}, ν) and ({vi}, {qi},μ) be SNTs for Rn with the same converging sequence but different rate sequences.
The norms ν and μ determine the same topology on Rn if and only if there exist real numbers C and K such that 0 < C  pi/qi  K
for all i.
We begin the proof by assuming that such C and K exist. To show that the μ-topology is stronger than the ν-topology,
let  > 0 be given and let δ = min(/2, 2K ). If μ(x) < δ, then we can write x =
∑
ai vi + r, where ai ∈ Z, r ∈ Rn , and∑ |ai |qi + ‖r‖ < δ. Then
ν(x)
∑
|ai|pi + ‖r‖ K
∑
|ai|qi + ‖r‖ < Kδ + δ  .
A similar argument shows that the ν-topology is stronger than the μ-topology, and thus the two norms determine the
same topology.
To prove the converse, suppose that ν and μ determine the same topology. The essential step is to establish the following
proposition, whose proof is contained in Section 4.
Proposition 3.2. Let ({vi}, {pi}, ν) and ({vi}, {qi},μ) be SNTs for Rn with the same converging sequence but different rate sequences.
If {pi/qi} has no upper bound, then the identity function (Rn,μ) → (Rn, ν) is not continuous, and thus ν and μ determine different
topologies.
Once this proposition has been proved, it will be easy to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. For if there is no K such
that pi/qi  K for all i, then {pi/qi} has no upper bound, and Proposition 3.2 tells us that the ν-topology is not contained
in the μ-topology. On the other hand, if there is no C such that 0 < C  pi/qi for all i, then zero must be the inﬁmum
of {pi/qi}. Thus {qi/pi} has no upper bound, and Proposition 3.2 implies that the μ-topology is not contained in the ν-
topology. It follows that the two topologies are different. Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need only establish
Proposition 3.2, which we will do in the following section.
4. Proof of Proposition 3.2
Before beginning the proof, we make the following observations about SNPs. Since the topology determined by an SNP is
unchanged if the rate sequence is multiplied by a strictly positive constant, we may assume without loss of generality that
pi+1‖vi+1‖
‖vi‖ ,
qi+1‖vi+1‖
‖vi‖  2 (4.1)
for all i.
Since the converging sequence has the property that {‖vi‖} is a non-decreasing sequence that goes to inﬁnity in the
usual topology, we know that ‖vi‖ > 1/2 for all except ﬁnitely many i. We also note that, since {pi} and {qi} converge to
zero in the usual topology, it must be the case that pi,qi < 1/2 for all except ﬁnitely many i. Combining these remarks with
the fact that the topology determined by an SNP is unchanged if ﬁnitely many vi (and the corresponding terms of the rate
sequence) are omitted, we see that we may therefore assume, without loss of generality, that ‖vi‖ > 1/2 and pi,qi < 1/2
for all i.
For future reference, we also note two other useful inequalities. Since {pi} is a non-increasing sequence, (4.1) implies
that
‖vi+1‖ 2‖vi‖
pi
>
‖vi‖
pi
(4.2)
for all i. Since pi < 1/2, it is also easy to see that
1
2pi
<
1
pi
− 1 (4.3)
for all i.
After these preliminary remarks, we may now begin the proof of Proposition 3.2. Since {pi/qi} has no upper bound,
we can choose a subsequence {i j} of N such that {pi /qi } goes to inﬁnity in the usual topology. Let b j denote the greatestj j
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integer function, we have b j >
1
pi j
−1. Let x j = b j vi j . To prove Proposition 3.2, we will show that μ(x j) → 0 but ν(x j) 1/2
for all j.
The deﬁnition of μ and the fact that x j = b j vi j imply that μ(x j)  b jqi j  (1/pi j )qi j = qi j/pi j . But pi j/qi j → ∞, and
thus qi j/pi j converges to zero. Therefore μ(x j) → 0.
On the other hand, the comparable computation for ν yields only that ν(x j) b j pi j  (1/pi j )pi j = 1. We will show that
ν(x j) 1/2 for all j. The proof begins with a lemma about integral linear combinations of the vi .
Lemma 4.1. If x ∈ Rn and x =∑kt=m at vt , where∑kt=m |at |pt < 1/2 and all at ∈ Z, then ‖x‖ ‖vk+1‖ − ‖vm‖.
Proof. Since
∑k
t=m |at |pt < 1/2, each at in this sum must satisfy |at | < 12pt , and it follows from (4.3) that |at | < 1pt − 1.
Applying (4.2), we also ﬁnd that ( 1pt − 1)‖vt‖ =
‖vt‖
pt
− ‖vt‖ < ‖vt+1‖ − ‖vt‖ for all t such that m t  k. Thus
‖x‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
t=m
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
t=m
|at |‖vt‖ <
k∑
t=m
(‖vt+1‖ − ‖vt‖)= ‖vk+1‖ − ‖vm‖. 
Now suppose that there is a natural number j such that ν(x j) < 1/2. Then x j has a representation of the form
x j =
k∑
t=1
at vt + r, (4.4)
where r ∈ Rn , ak = 0, at ∈ Z for all t with 1 t  k, and
k∑
t=1
|at |pt + ‖r‖ < 1/2. (4.5)
The strategy of the proof is to successively eliminate the possibilities that k > i j , k < i j , and k = i j , thus showing that
there can be no representation of the form (4.4) that satisﬁes (4.5).
Lemma 4.2. If the representation (4.4) for x j satisﬁes (4.5), then k i j .
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that k > i j . From the reverse triangle inequality, we know that
‖x j − r‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥ ‖akvk‖ −
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥. (4.6)
Grouping terms according to whether their indices are less than, equal to, or greater than i j , we see that∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥
∥∥∥∥∥
i j−1∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥+ ‖ai j vi j‖ +
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
t=i j+1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥, (4.7)
where the last sum in (4.7) is interpreted as zero if k = i j + 1. Lemma 4.1 implies that∥∥∥∥∥
i j−1∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥ ‖vi j‖ − ‖v1‖ (4.8)
and ∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
t=i j+1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥ ‖vk‖ − ‖vi j+1‖. (4.9)
Combining (4.6) and (4.7) yields
‖x j − r‖ ‖akvk‖ −
(∥∥∥∥∥
i j−1∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥+ ‖ai j vi j‖ +
∥∥∥∥∥
k−1∑
t=i +1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥
)
,j
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‖x j − r‖ |ak|‖vk‖ −
(‖vi j‖ − ‖v1‖)− |ai j |‖vi j‖ − (‖vk‖ − ‖vi j+1‖). (4.10)
From (4.5) and the assumption that k > i j we know that |ai j | < 12pi j , so that |ai j | + 1 < 1/pi j , by (4.3). Since |ak|  1, it
follows from (4.10) that
‖x j − r‖ ‖vi j+1‖ −
(|ai j | + 1)‖vi j‖ + ‖v1‖ > ‖vi j+1‖ − 1pi j ‖vi j‖ + ‖v1‖. (4.11)
By invoking (4.2) when i = i j , we see that
‖vi j+1‖ −
1
pi j
‖vi j‖ + ‖v1‖
2‖vi j‖
pi j
− 1
pi j
‖vi j‖ + ‖v1‖ =
1
pi j
‖vi j‖ + ‖v1‖. (4.12)
The inequalities (4.11) and (4.12) imply that
‖x j − r‖ > 1
pi j
‖vi j‖ + ‖v1‖,
and therefore
‖x j‖ = b j‖vi j‖ ‖x j − r‖ − ‖r‖ >
1
pi j
‖vi j‖ + ‖v1‖ −
1
2
.
Since 1/pi j  b j and ‖v1‖ > 1/2, this implies that
1
pi j
‖vi j‖ b j‖vi j‖ >
1
pi j
‖vi j‖,
which is a contradiction. Therefore k i j , and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 4.3. If the representation (4.4) for x j satisﬁes (4.5), then k = i j .
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, it suﬃces to eliminate the possibility that k < i j . Suppose that k < i j . By Lemma 4.1,
‖x j − r‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥ ‖vk+1‖ − ‖v1‖ ‖vi j‖ − ‖v1‖,
and thus
‖x j‖ ‖x j − r‖ + ‖r‖ < ‖vi j‖ − ‖v1‖ +
1
2
.
Since ‖v1‖ > 1/2, this implies that ‖x j‖ < ‖vi j‖. But this contradicts the fact that ‖x j‖ = b j‖vi j‖ 2‖vi j‖ and thus proves
the lemma. 
It follows from Lemma 4.3 that, if ν(x j) < 1/2, then x j has a representation of the form
x j =
i j∑
t=1
at vt + r,
where r ∈ Rn , and
i j∑
t=1
|at |pt + ‖r‖ < 1/2.
We claim that this is impossible. Clearly
b j‖vi j‖ = ‖x j‖
∥∥∥∥∥
i j−1∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥+ |ai j |‖vi j‖ + ‖r‖,
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i j−1∑
t=1
at vt
∥∥∥∥∥ ‖vi j‖ − ‖v1‖.
Therefore, since ‖v1‖ > 1/2 > ‖r‖, we have
b j‖vi j‖ ‖vi j‖ − ‖v1‖ + |ai j |‖vi j‖ + ‖r‖ <
(|ai j | + 1)‖vi j‖ − ‖v1‖ + 12 <
(|ai j | + 1)‖vi j‖.
Thus b j < |ai j | + 1. Since b j and |ai j | are both integers, it follows that b j  |ai j |. Therefore
b j pi j  |ai j |pi j 
i j∑
t=1
|at |pt + ‖r‖ < 1/2,
and so b j <
1
2pi j
. Using the fact that 1pi j
− 1 < b j , we ﬁnd that
1
pi j
− 1 < 1
2pi j
,
which implies that pi j > 1/2. This contradiction shows that there can be no representation of x j of the form (4.4) that
satisﬁes (4.5). We conclude that ν(vi j ) 1/2 for all j, thus completing the proof of Proposition 3.2.
5. An example
In this section, we describe a strategy for creating SNPs that have the same converging sequence but determine distinct
topologies. According to Theorem 3.1, we need only ﬁnd non-increasing sequences {pi} and {qi} that converge to zero in
the usual topology for R and such that both {pi/qi} and {qi/pi} have no upper bound. One way to visualize the situation is
to write the rate sequences in the diagram below, using arrows to indicate when one term is bigger than another, with the
number at the head of each arrow being smaller than the number at its tail:
p1 p2 → p3 p4 → p5 · · ·
↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
q1 → q2 q3 → q4 q5 · · ·
For example, we can deﬁne the sequence {pi} as follows:
(i) p1 = 1;
(ii) p2i = 1/22i2+3i−1 if i ∈ N;
(iii) p2i+1 = 12 p2i = 1/22i
2+3i if i ∈ N.
Similarly, we deﬁne the sequence {qi} as follows:
(i) q1 = 1/2;
(ii) q2i+1 = 1/22i2+5i+1 if i ∈ N;
(iii) q2i = 12q2i−1 = 1/22i
2+i−1 if i ∈ N.
It is easy to check that {pi} and {qi} is are decreasing sequences that converge to zero in the usual topology. Comparing
terms with even indices, we see that
p2i/q2i = 2
2i2+i−1
22i2+3i−1
= 1
22i
,
which converges to zero as i → ∞. Comparing terms with odd indices, we have
p2i+1/q2i+1 = 2
2i2+5i+1
22i2+3i
= 22i+1,
which has no upper bound. Thus, if {vi} is any sequence in Rn such that{‖vi+1‖ min(pi+1,qi+1)
}‖vi‖
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and ({vi}, {qi}) will be distinct (in fact, incomparable). For example, if {pi} and {qi} are as above and {vi} is the sequence
that is recursively deﬁned by the equations
v1 = 1, v2i = v2i−1/p2i, v2i+1 = v2i/q2i+1,
then ({vi}, {pi}) and ({vi}, {qi}) are SNPs that determine incomparable topologies for R.
Interpreting this example in terms of the diagram above, we see that each horizontal arrow represents multiplication
by 1/2, since the number at the head of each arrow is half the number at its tail. Each vertical arrow between pi and qi
represents multiplication by 1/2i , since the number at the head of each arrow is the product of 1/2i and the number at its
tail. Although not all SNPs that generate distinct topologies follow this pattern, this is a simple way to create such examples.
6. Concluding remarks
Theorem 3.1 provides necessary and suﬃcient conditions under which two SNPs that have the same converging sequence
but different rate sequences will determine the same group topology for Rn . As mentioned in the introduction, the opposite
situation, in which the two SNPs have the same rate sequence but different converging sequences, has not yet been fully
analyzed. We know from Theorem 3.2 in [5] that the two group topologies will always be locally isometric, and [5] delin-
eates some situations in which the corresponding groups will or will not be globally the same. In any case, the topologies
determined by SNPs for R always have continuous characters, and we plan to explore that issue in a future paper.
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